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Abstract Energy efficiency is becoming an important
requirement in more and more computing systems for opti-
mizing resource allocation and task scheduling. By switching
active copper Ethernet links to a low power model the IEEE
802.3az protocol can reduce the network energy consump-
tion when no traffic exists. However, the effect of 802.3az
heavily depends on network traffic patterns, which makes its
utilization challenging in scheduling computing tasks. In this
research, we examined the 802.3az technology with the goal
of deploying it in distributed computing systems such as clus-
ters. We devised an energy budget calculator that includes the
energy model of 802.3az compliant Ethernet devices and sup-
ports the resource management service. We show a few prac-
tical examples of how applications can better plan their exe-
cution by integrating this knowledge in their decision strate-
gies. We also present a solution for enhancing the calculator
by using a semantic energy information system.
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1 Introduction

Many scientific applications require the management of large
volumes of data in distributed computing environments [1].
For instance, the processing of experimental data in the
astronomy and high energy physics domains often requires
resources in many locations and the movement of terabytes
or petabytes of data. These intensive data transfer charac-
teristics obviously lead to huge energy consumption on net-
working devices. The pursuit of solutions that optimize the
efficiency of networking equipment, along with advances
in energy efficiency concepts, have led to the development
of several techniques, which contribute to energy savings.
These techniques include powering down switch ports when
unused [2], adjusting transmission power based on cable
length [2], and switching active switch ports into sleep mode
when no traffic is expected [3]. The first two methods are part
of what is called informally by some vendors Green Ether-
net; the latter one becomes the core technology of the Energy
Efficient Ethernet (EEE), and it has recently been standard-
ized as the IEEE 802.3az protocol in 2010.

Instead of shutting down unused ports, 802.3az provides
flexible mechanisms for customizing device energy con-
sumption based on network traffic. It offers applications the
opportunity to consider its energy consumption by tuning
its communication loads while scheduling computing tasks;
however, it also requires profound understanding of 802.3az
energy behaviour on different network patterns. Although
the 802.3az standard has been finalized in 2010, compliant
products have only appeared in the market recently. Vendors
such as Cisco and Huawei are incorporating 802.3az into
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high end switches which can be used in clusters. Therefore,
understanding the actual energy model of 802.3az compliant
devices is crucial to construct device specific profiles for the
resource brokers of the infrastructure to provide most suitable
resources for data intensive applications.

In [4], we did initial investigation on the energy behaviour
of 802.3az switches under different scenarios and using dif-
ferent traffic patterns. In this paper, we extend this initial work
and give a detailed discussion on an energy budget calcula-
tor to estimate the power consumption of the devices based
on the input communication load. The paper is organized as
follows. First, we give an overview of the 802.3az protocol.
After that, we present an experimental study of two selected
802.3az devices. Finally, we discuss a prototype of an energy
budget calculator service and present its integration with a
semantic information system.

2 Link sleep technologies and Energy Efficient Ethernet

Link sleep technologies are the basis of the 802.3az standard:
ports in a device or the whole device are allowed to switch into
sleep mode for reducing energy consumption during periods
of idle or low utilisation. In this section, we will give an
overview of the link sleep technologies and the 802.3az stan-
dard.

2.1 Link sleep technologies

In 2003, Gupta et al. [5] noticed the huge energy consump-
tion of networking devices in the Internet and argued the
benefit of using network protocols to switch the network-
ing devices into sleep or low power mode. Their follow-
ing work [6] demonstrated the feasibility of increasing low-
power modes for switches in a campus network environment.
The basic strategy is to let the network interfaces sleep if the
inter-packet arrival delays are larger than the transition time.
However, the inter-packet arrival delays were difficult to pre-
dict; if the actual delay was not long enough, the energy saved
by sleep could be less than the energy caused by the state tran-
sitions. A better approach was presented in later work [7]: the
interface would only go into sleep when the buffer occupancy
was lower than a predefined threshold. This approach could
reduce the number of transitions but it might also cause high
delays for the packets that were already in the buffer before
device in the sleep state. To address this problem, Herreira-
Alonso et al. [8] proposed to switch the link into sleep only
when the buffer is empty. Ananthanarayanan et al. [9] investi-
gated these problems from two aspects: waking up port when
traffic comes namely Wake-on-Packet and receiving ingress
packets on behalf of sleeping ports namely Shadow Port.

2.2 EEE protocol

As a signaling protocol, 802.3az allows the transmitter to
notify the receiver that a gap in data transmission is imminent
and the switch port can thus go into low power mode.

The 802.3az protocol distinguishes five main states of a
switch port:

1. Active, when the port is in fully operational state;
2. Quiet, the port is in lower power mode;
3. Sleep, the link is powering down and transitioning to the

Quiet state;
4. Refresh, the link is being refreshed;
5. Wakeup, the link is powering on and transitioning to the

Active state.

The energy is saved when the port is in the Quiet state.
The state transition is achieved by sending a special type of

Ethernet control code – a LPI code, instead of normal IDLE
control code. After a predefined period Ts = t ime to sleep
expires, the link becomes completely quiescent for a period
Tq = t ime quiescent until a refresh signal is sent during the
period Tr = t ime re f resh. This refresh signal is sent with a
different frequency, depending on the linkspeed; it allows the
detection of unplugged or failed links. To resume data trans-
mission, the transmitter sends a normal IDLE control code,
after which the receiver wakes up and can receive data. The
transmitter waits for a period of time Tw = t ime to wake
before it starts transmitting. Any data ready to be sent is
buffered so that no data is lost. The 802.3az protocol prede-
fines the value of Tw, which is generally equal the time it
takes to send one maximum length packet for the link speed
used on the link. Td is the total active time of the port. Figure
1 shows an illustration of these state transitions. The 802.3az
protocol works only when the devices at both ends of the link
advertise this capability.

As 802.3az compliant devices have only been released in
the market recently, most 802.3az energy studies are based on
simulation results. For instance, Reviriego et al in 2009 [10]
first studied and explained that state transitions in 802.3az
caused energy consumption and decreased the energy effi-
ciency of the switch when compared to the ideal situation.
The 802.3az standard defines the signaling between con-
nected network devices, but the protocol does not specify
a power-saving policy; i.e. when an interface should go into
power saving mode and the predefined values of Ts and Tw.
This implies the energy consumption of 802.3az compliant
devices depends on the specific vendor implementation. Per-
forming a practical study of newly available switches and
deriving their energy profile is therefore essential for appli-
cations that want to use network resources in an efficient
manner.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of 802.3az
state transitions (timing for
1000BASE-T link speed)

Thus, our main motivation is to investigate the practical
issues in using 802.3az in scheduling of distributed applica-
tions to achieve system level energy efficiency. More specif-
ically, we:

1. Investigate the energy behaviour of 802.3az devices in a
real network situation;

2. Model the energy characteristics of 802.3az compliant
devices;

3. Provide solutions for applying this energy model in a
distributed computing environment.

3 Energy characteristics of 802.3az compliant devices

We investigate the energy characteristics of 802.3az-enabled
switches for different values of the link speed, the transmis-
sion rate, the transport protocol and the inter-frame delay. We
use two different 802.3az-enabled switches: Cisco SG300-28
(HW v2, SW v1.1.2.0) [11], and Huawei S1728GWR-4 [12].
The testbed consists of these switches and several test servers.
Each test server is equipped with a dual port Intel I350-T2
NIC [13]. The power consumption is measured using a Rack-
tivity ES6024-16 PDU, which provides power consumption
measurement once per second.

The switch under investigation is connected to two test
servers acting as the traffic source and destination. To sim-
ulate traffic over all ports, the remaining ports are looped
in a daisy chain fashion, so that all ports draw power. Each
group of ports is assigned a unique VLAN to force traffic to
use the external path, instead of the switch backplane. In this
way, all ports receive the same traffic and have the same state
transitions.

3.1 Maximum energy savings

We first measured the power consumption of the switches
where there is no traffic at all (idle), and later on when the
bandwidth on all ports is saturated. When 802.3az is enabled,
the Cisco switch consumes 11W when idle and at most 19W
when saturated, while the Huawei switch consumes at least

15W and at most 22W in the two cases. When 802.3az is
disabled, both switches consume the maximum amount con-
stantly regardless of traffic. This experiment shows a differ-
ence of about 7W (about 32 %) for the Huawei switch and 8W
(about 42 %) for the Cisco switch when using maximum link
load and no link load. Both switches show a clear decrease
in power consumption when the 802.3az protocol is enabled
and the link speed of all ports is 1Gbps.

3.2 Energy consumption versus throughput

Our second experiment determines the energy consump-
tion of the 802.3az switches using different transmission
rates. Our goal is to determine the relationship between
energy consumption of these 802.3az-enabled switches and
throughput.

We generated traffic from the source to the destination
server in our test setup. We performed multiple test runs, set-
ting the desired transmission rate at each run. To limit the
transmission rate, we used both the built-in functionality of
Iperf, as well as the tc Linux traffic control tool. Both meth-
ods were used since Iperf only supports traffic rate limiting of
UDP traffic. However, there were no clear differences in the
results between these two methods. The results of this exper-
iment when using 1Gbit link speed and TCP traffic are given
in Figs. 2 and 3. The results from the same test performed
with UDP traffic are given in Figs. 4 and 5.

When using TCP traffic, both switches show a linear
increase in power consumption to maximum power con-
sumption at around 450 Mbps for the Huawei switch and
400 Mbps for the Cisco switch. However, when using UDP
traffic, both switches consume maximum energy except when
the throughput exceeds 50 Mbps. This may be explained by
the fact that, in comparison to TCP, UDP is a stateless pro-
tocol and transmits without flow control. Lack of flow opti-
mization could decrease the idle time interval so that the
interface could hardly go to sleep at all.

Overall, both devices confirm the simulations performed
by earlier research [14]. The difference in the ”tipping point”
between the two devices—the point at which the switches
start consuming maximum energy, might be explained by a
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Fig. 2 TCP, 1000BASE-T
Huawei S1728GWR-4P

Fig. 3 TCP, 1000BASE-T
Cisco SG300-28

difference in the implemented Ts value for both switches.
A different Ts value would influence the respective switch’s
power consumption with the same traffic pattern.

Also, when observing the pattern of increase in the power
consumption, we see a linear increase instead of the logarith-
mic increase expected. Although we believe this is related to
the specific vendor implementation, we were unable to verify
this, and believe this should be examined further as part of
future research.

3.3 Energy consumption versus inter-frame delay

The last experiment measures the energy consumption of
an 802.3az-enabled switch and relates it to the inter-frame
delay of a stream of consecutive frames. The purpose of

this experiment is twofold. The time to enter and exit the
lower power mode is not formally defined in the proto-
col specification; rather, it is vendor- and implementation-
specific. The first goal of this experiment is to determine
whether it is possible to experimentally retrieve timing infor-
mation using our test setups. The second goal is to try
and find an explanation for the lack of decrease in energy
consumption when using UDP traffic and 802.3az-enabled
switches.

We used the mz packet generation tool [15] to send empty
frames (just the frame header) at specific time intervals. We
sent frames with different inter-frame delays. Each test ran
for one minute and energy consumption was averaged over
that period. The results of this experiment are given in Figs. 6
and 7. The plots show the average energy consumption of the
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Fig. 4 UDP, 1000BASE-T
Huawei S1728GWR-4P

Fig. 5 UDP, 1000BASE-T
Cisco SG300-28

switch per delay interval, and, thus, the standard deviation is
given as well.

The results of this experiment show a clear relation
between the inter-frame delay and the switch energy con-
sumption at 1Gbps link speed (see Figs. 6 and 7). We note
that the Huawei device starts saving energy at smaller inter-
frame delay values than the Cisco device. We can relate this
to the fact that the Huawei switch saves energy at a higher
throughput that the Cisco switch (see Sect. 3.2).

Although a clear relation between the frame pattern and
the energy consumption can be derived from these test results,
the reported timing values do not seem to match the values
defined in the 802.3az standard. To be able to save power
in low power mode, the interface has to be idle for a period
equal to at least min(Ts)+min(Tw) (see Fig. 1), which equals
198.5µ for 1000BASE-T. This partly explains our test results,

which show a decrease in power consumption for an inter-
frame delay of higher than 300µ. The possible reason of a
power decrease for an inter-frame delay of lower than 200µ

is the vendor-specific implementations of 802.3az.

3.4 Summary

The results of the 802.3az experiments generally confirm the
theoretical analysis of the IEEE 802.3az protocol, performed
by previous research [10,16]. The most significant difference
we observed is the fact that the amount of consumed power
increases linearly with the increase in transmission speed,
while previous research suggests that this amount should
increase logarithmically. Furthermore, instead of increasing
steadily until it reaches the maximum transmission speed,
we observed that power usage increases until it hits a tipping
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Fig. 6 Frame pattern Huawei
S1728GWR-4P

Fig. 7 Frame pattern Cisco
SG300-28

point, after which the consumption saturates and stabilizes.
We believe that this is related to the protocol’s state tran-
sition timers, which prevent the networking controller from
falling asleep after a certain boundary. As these timers are
also dependent on the specific vendor implementation, we
could not look further into this matter. This effect can clearly
be seen in Fig. 2 and 3.

Moreover, when using UDP traffic, we could not observe
a clear dependency between throughput and device energy
consumption. This could be explained by the nature of the
UDP protocol. In comparison, the TCP protocol has to wait
for acknowledgements of the packets sent, while UDP does
not, since it is a stateless protocol, and transmits as fast as the
rate limiting allows it. Another difference is that UDP lacks
flow control like Nagle’s algorithm [17], which combines a

number of outgoing messages, and sends them all at once.
While this could lead to less time for the interface going into
low power mode, we believe that this behaviour is odd and
should be examined further by future research.

Finally, in the experiments on the 802.3az sleep timers by
varying the inter-frame delay, the results show a decrease in
energy consumption when increasing the inter-frame delay.
The relation is neither linear, nor exponential (as simulated
in previous research [14]).

4 Power Budget Calculator prototype

From the experiments, we observed the differences in
the implementations of different vendors. Their overall
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behaviours are similar, but the amount of energy saved and
the threshold of effectiveness of the protocol differ.

Using the results presented in Sect. 3, we devised a Power
Budget Calculator1 service for estimating power usage in
clusters equipped with 802.3az-enabled switches. Our calcu-
lator covers three scenarios: (1) fixed throughput as a func-
tion of the number of active ports, (2) fixed amount of data
transfer over a fixed number of active ports as a function of
throughput and (3) time distribution for a task as a function
of the active computing nodes.

Combining these three scenarios, we can estimate the total
power usage of a switch in two situations: as a function of the
number of computing nodes and the time needed for a task’s
completion (Task-based Estimate, see Sect. 4.1); and as a
function of the switch throughput when the amount of data to
be transmitted is fixed (Data-based Estimate, see Sect. 4.2).

We have implemented the task-based power usage estima-
tion separately from the fixed-time estimation of bandwidth.

4.1 Task-based estimate

Using task-based estimation, the PBC can operate in the con-
text of parallel computing and output a recommendation on
a power-optimal parallelization of a certain task. The time
for completing a task decreases while the number of utilized
computing nodes increases (Formula 1).

Tt = Tc

n
+ (n − 1) ∗ C (1)

where Tc is the time needed to complete the task if only by
one node; (Tt ) is the total time needed to complete the task if
in parallel execution and C is the communication time cost.
This is a simple time model for parallel computing.

The related parameters of the PBC are: the number of
available nodes, the switch’s profile, usable ports per switch,
total time to complete the task on one node, communica-
tion overhead time, network transmission speeds, and aver-
age power consumption per node.

In this model, we use an average power consumption of
computing node as input and perform calculations with that.
In our previous work we have started to evaluate the energy
profile of computing nodes [18] and we plan to include this
in a future version of the calculator.

By analyzing the input parameters and performing time
distribution estimation, we estimate the total energy usage of
the switch for a particular task as a function of the number
of used ports on a switch.

Figures 8 and 9 show example output of the task-based
estimation tool using the parameters shown in Table 1.

1 The current prototype PBC implementation is available at https://
github.com/zupper/cluster-efficiency.

As can be seen in the Fig. 8, the power usage of the
switches follows a hyperbolic curve, as the energy consump-
tion of the devices is heavily dependent on the time needed
for the execution of a task. Note the jump in power con-
sumption, which corresponds to adding a second switch to
handle the needed number of nodes. The total power con-
sumption (shown in Fig. 9) follows a similar shape. When
the computing nodes’ power consumption is included, the
energy consumption grows quite fast in comparison to the
consumption of the switches.

We can see from these results that using eight compute
nodes would be best for this concrete task, if one is concerned
with optimizing energy usage of the networking infrastruc-
ture alone. However, if the actual power usage of utilized
computing nodes is also included along with the switch’s
power consumption, then the results suggest that using
2–4 nodes would be optimal for this specific task. Although,
in this specific example, we show results, based on a trans-
mission rate of 250 Mbps; other transmission rates can be
estimated and stored as knowledge for the PBC.

4.2 Data-based estimate

Using data based estimation, the PBC can calculate the
energy usage of a single port based on the available energy
profile for a particular switch at a particular transmission
speed (throughput). The estimation of the power usage of
the whole switch is obtained by adding the baseline switch
energy usage and the power consumed by the number of
active switch ports. This method allows us to extrapolate
the energy consumption of multiple switches of the same
or different types by using data obtained from a single
device.

For the estimation of the energy required for a single
switch port we use formula 2, where the estimated power
per port is denoted as Ppp and the average power for a spe-
cific throughput level, the average baseline power, and the
number of ports used for the creation of the profile such as
Ptp, Pb, and Np respectively.

Ppp = Ptp − Pb

Np
(2)

The total switch energy usage Ptotal is given by the number of
used switch ports multiplied by Ppp. The total energy usage
for a given task (Ptask) is the product of Ptotal and the time
T , which is the time distribution of a task or the total transfer
time for a given amount of data.

Ptask = Ptotal ∗ T (3)

The data based estimation involves the following para-
meters of PBC: the number of nodes, total amount of data
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Fig. 8 Total switch (es) power
consumed for task (250 Mbit)

Fig. 9 Total power consumed
for task (250 Mbit)

to transfer, the switch’s profile, number of usable ports per
switch, and total time in minutes to complete the task. By ana-
lyzing the existing power profile of the switch, the PBC can
estimate the power usage of switches at different transmis-
sion rates and find the optimal transmission rate to achieve
the lowest power consumption.

The output of the bandwidth estimation tool is given in
Fig. 10 and 11. This result was achieved by using the input
values shown in Table 2.

We can see a switch needs less time to transfer the
fixed amount of data when it uses higher transmission
rates, while the power consumption increases linearly before
reaching the maximum. We can see an overall hyperbolic
decrease in the consumption of power as the transmission
rate increases. This means that it will always be more

energy-efficient to transmit at faster rates when the task time
is flexible and dependent on the time needed for the data
transfer. Note how the plot does not include speeds lower
than 250 Mbps, as at such low speeds the transfer of the
given data for the maximum amount of time would not be
possible.

Using the PBC, applications such as power management
systems or users such as system administrators can esti-
mate the overall energy consumption of running a given
task. This information can help task scheduling services to
allocate resources, and set up execution configurations to
improve the energy efficiency of a cluster. In the next sec-
tion, we will discuss how these calculators interact with an
energy information monitoring system for effective power
management.
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Table 1 Parameters used for the
task-based estimation tool

Parameter Description Values

Nodes The number of available 2

nodes that could be used

for this task

Switch The switch’s profile to use Huawei

for energy consumption

values

Ports/switch Usable ports per switch 23

Total time The total time in minutes 1

needed to complete the

task on one node

Communication Communication cost to 0.05

cost exchange messages

between nodes

Speeds The list of network 250

transmission speeds to use

Node power The average power a node 65

uses while computing

Fig. 10 Power distribution
versus time needed for transfer

5 Power Budget Calculator in distributed infrastructure

To serve computing management systems for energy-aware
task scheduling or resource allocation, Power Budget Cal-
culator requires power profiling information and component
information of infrastructures. In this section, we discuss how
the Power Budget Calculator can be enhanced by a service
called the Energy Knowledge Base (EKB) [19], which was
proposed in our group.

5.1 The Energy Knowledge Base and energy description
language

The Energy Knowledge Base system is a semantic informa-
tion system which allows users to obtain information about
energy use within an infrastructure using semantic queries,
such as energy consumptions at a specific time point, and
the expected level of energy consumption during a certain
period of time. The information model of EKB is called the
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Fig. 11 Total power
consumption as a function of the
transmission rate

Table 2 Parameters used for the
task-based estimation tool Parameter Description Values

Nodes The fixed number of nodes 2

used for this task

Data (MB) The fixed amount of data that 97280

needs to be transferred during

the execution of this task

Switch Which switch’s profile to use Huawei

for energy consumption values

Ports per Usable ports per switch 23

switch

Total time The total time in minutes 55

available for the execution

of this task

Energy Description Language (EDL)2 which includes a com-
mon vocabulary for different infrastructure domains and a set
of energy-related attributes of resources present in infrastruc-
tures. EDL contains three main classes: EnergyMetric, Mon-
itorComponent and ResourceEnergyDescription, as shown
in Fig. 12.

The EnergyMetric class defines two types of energy met-
rics: the ObservedMetric and the CalculatedMetric. EKB
obtains the value of the former in ObservedMetric directly
from Power Distribute Units (PDU) installed in infrastruc-
tures, while the value of a CalculatedMetric is based on
numerical calculations on the value of an ObservedMetric
and of a PerformanceMetric. The ActiveEnergy and the Pow-
erAvg represent the energy consumption and the average real
power. We also define the PowerCapping to represent the
maximum power resource consumes. The PowerEfficiency

2 The EDL ontology is available at: https://bitbucket.org/hzhu/edl

is a measure of the rate of computation or transmission that
can be processed by a computer for every Watt of power
consumed. Comparably, the EnergyEfficiency measures the
number of operations or the bytes of data transmission for
every joule of energy consumed. Besides the above metrics,
EDL allows the extension of metrics.

The MonitorComponent class describes the devices that
can measure the energy value, such as PDU and other power
meters. Subclasses in the ResourceEnergyDesc represent
information of non-measurable attributes, such as the type
of energy source, power state and low-power capabilities.

5.2 The integration of Power Budget Calculator

Energy Knowledge Base system complements the Power
Budget Calculator with necessary information through an
interface at runtime. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the input
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Fig. 12 Energy description
language-EDL and its three
main parts: the Energy metric
class and its subclasses the
monitor component class and its
subclasses and the resource
energy description and its
subclasses

information that the PBC consumes. The power profiling of a
802.3az compliant device has been created and stored in EKB
as knowledge during the period of experiments; the compo-
nent information such as devices information and network
topologies are instantiated in EKB using another infrastruc-
ture ontology called INDL(Infrastructure Description Lan-
guage) - developed by Ghijsen et al. [20] and which was
imported by EDL.

Figure 13 shows an example that PBC obtains the
power information from EKB. PBC in the application
layer sends a query to EKB. EKB contains a Query
Manager Agent, an Energy Information Repository and a
Resource Collector and Descriptor Agent. The Query Man-
ager Agent receives the request from PBC and translates
it into a semantic SPARQL [21] query. After that, this
query is imposed to Energy Information Repository. Mean-
while the Query Manager Agent is responsible for return-
ing results. The Resource Collector and Descriptor Agent
work in backend to collect information of infrastructures
from various sources: PDUs, devices using the SNMP pro-
tocol or an existing information service. The obtained

information is instantiated using the EDL ontology and
stored in the Energy Information Repository as RDF triples
[22].

The information flow indicated in the Fig. 13 demonstrates
the interaction between PBC and EKB, and between EKB and
infrastructures. EKB improves the efficiency of PBC. The
Query Manager Agent provides interfaces of web services.
It is thus feasible for EKB to enhance the Power Budget
Calculator to obtain real time energy information from an
infrastructure to estimate energy consumption of a specified
task or device. Our experiment shows the average response
time of one query from a store with one million triples is less
than 500ms.

EKB improves the data quality of PBC. The current pro-
totype of EKB uses Sesame [23] to implement the Energy
Information Repository. EDL is developed using OWL [24].
The Query Manager Agent supports SPARQL. Data in EKB
is in RDF format, which machines can understand, so that
EKB supports ontology-based information retrieval instead
of key-word based information retrieval to provide more
proper information for PBC.
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Fig. 13 Power Budget
Calculator obtains power
profiling from EKB

6 Related work

Extensive research has been done on energy saving in net-
works.

We start with an overview of existing work on EEE and
power models for Ethernet switches (Sect. 6.1) and then we
compare research on Power Save Mode (PSM) in wireless
networks with our work on EEE (Sect. 6.2). Then we follow
with a review of non-sleep techniques used to create energy
efficient networks (Sect. 6.3), and we conclude with compa-
rable power calculators (Sect. 6.4).

6.1 EEE research

Reviriego and his group [25,26] have tested the energy con-
sumption of EEE switches under different link utilization
with various numbers of active ports. They proposed a sim-
ple power model to predict the energy savings when deploy-
ing new switches. A major difference with our work is that
we looked at the energy consumption of switches given dif-
ferent frame arrival intervals. This showed that the energy
saving depends on the duration of sleep time and number of

state transitions. Moreover, our evaluations clearly indicated
that the energy characteristics of switches varies by vendor
implementation. The power model we presented is based on
our experiments, and it can be easily updated to incorporate
knowledge about other switches.

There has been research done in defining power mod-
els of non-EEE Ethernet devices. Mahadevan et al. [27]
built such a model to account for the energy consumption
of non-EEE network devices. The model states that the
power consumption of a switch only depends on the chas-
sis, the number of line cards, the number of ports and the
speed of links. This study showed that utilization of each
port, packet sizes and ternary content addressable memory
(TCAM) hardly influenced the power consumption. Such
a model cannot be considered in our case given we know
that for EEE switches power consumption depends on the
throughput.

Wang’s model [28] is not built for EEE devices, but the
parameters in it are similar to ours, as it includes the power
consumed by the chassis, the line cards and the ports, and the
power consumption of the ports depends on the data rate of
outgoing and incoming flows.
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[29] presented an analytical power model by predicting
the time spent in each state of the whole EEE transmission
cycle. This model can be used to estimate energy savings,
but it has the drawback that it is accurate only in the spe-
cific environment of the considered use case. [30] evalu-
ated the potential power saving of EEE on 1Gbps link using
real traffic traces and compared the result with the analyti-
cal model from [29]. Our model is usable in more generic
environments.

The EEE protocol leaves the opportunity to implement
different power saving policies based on sleep and wake
transitions. The simple and common approach is to wake
up a link from quiet mode when a new frame arrives and
it needs to deliver it. This behaviour could cause oscilla-
tion between quiet and active, which is not energy effi-
cient. Recent research has focused on burst transmission or
called packet coalescing to enhance power savings for EEE
switches [16,31–37].

An observation is that energy consumption can be greatly
reduced if the link does not wake up for transmission until a
large number of frames arrive. To minimize the transmission
delay the threshold for number of frames buffered before
waking up should be carefully controlled. [31] proposed an
analytical model of energy saving and delay time, which can
be used to find out the optimal trade-off between the energy
saving and delay. Maestro et al. [37] also studied the com-
bination of EEE and adaptive link rate. Interfaces can adap-
tively make the decision of switching into sleep or just scaling
link rate according to the current traffic.

Besides burst transmission, other optimizations of EEE
have been analyzed. [38] uses a coordinated transmissions
scheme. This scheme staggers the time of sending and receiv-
ing traffic to make sure only one link direction is active at
any time. The benefit is to further reduce the power usage in
low power mode because the circuitry related to unwanted
signals can also go to sleep.

6.2 Power saving model in wireless networks

Similar to EEE, PSM is a sleep mechanism. It allows 802.11
wireless interfaces to switch to a lower power mode. In this
mode, all interfaces in the network are synchronized to wake
up periodically (this period is called the beacon interval) to
listen to messages. The access point buffers the messages for
the interfaces, and broadcasts during the period when they all
are awake. Anastasi et al. [39,40] analyzed the PSM energy
consumption with respect to average burst size, transport-
level throughput and the number of users when download-
ing fixed-sized files. The analysis showed PSM was effec-
tive during traffic bursts. But PSM was not optimal in the
case of long inactivity periods between bursts. Thus, the
authors proposed an energy manager to dynamically tune
between enabling PSM and powering off. This method was

not included in the 802.11 protocol. Tauber et al. [41] did
some experiments on the real testbed and investigated the
impact of enabling/disabling PSM on energy and perfor-
mance under different traffic characteristics such as data rate
and packet size. They concluded that no significant benefit
could be gained using PSM in their scenarios. This conclu-
sion is different from 802.3az in our case.

6.3 Other technologies for green Ethernet

Link sleep we describe above is only one of the technolo-
gies for the green Ethernet. Adaptive Link Rate and Energy-
aware Routing are also widely used to conserve energy in the
data transmission.

6.3.1 Adaptive link rate

In general, operating an Ethernet communication link at a
lower rate can enable energy reduction [42]. Some stud-
ies [43,44] have been conducted on the adaption of link
speed for achieving a tradeoff between performance and
energy consumption. However, these technologies face high
overhead due to the required auto-negotiation of link speeds
between the endpoints. [45] used big buffering and path diver-
sity to mitigate performance impact during link rate switch.
But it is difficult to predict traffic pattern at runtime in data
centers. Gunaratne et al. [46,47] proposed a two-way MAC
frame handshake mechanism for fast data rate switching. But
this mechanism is not mature enough to be implemented.
They designed a dual threshold and link utilization based
policy to scale link rate. This cuts down the frequency of rate
switches and maximizes the energy savings. Wang et al. [28]
analyzed the correlation between flows, and consolidated the
selected flows to power off unused switches while meeting
individual flow’s peak demand.

6.3.2 Energy-aware routing

Energy-aware routing reduces energy usage by aggregating
the traffic over a subset of network links or network devices
in over-provisioned networks. The unused network links or
devices can be powered off. In [48], the authors focused on
energy efficiency in access networks: they achieved energy
reduction by aggregating user traffic in fewer gateways and
by scheduling active links between line cards to power off
the line cards when possible. Chabarek et al. [49] focused
on how to save energy of aggregate traffic through opti-
mal route selection and configuration in wide-area net-
works. Honeyguide [50] optimized the energy consumption
of VM replacement on the network. They extended tree-
based topologies to bypass links and turn off unused switches
without contradicting with original replica replacement
policy.
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Recently, more attention has been paid to data center net-
works because of their dominant contribution to energy con-
sumption. Heller et al. [51] presented a network-wide energy
optimizer for fat-tree data centers called ElasticTree. Elas-
ticTree generates a subset of fixed topologies to keep net-
work elements in the selected topology active and turns off
as many unneeded links and switches as possible. The authors
of [52,53] proposed a new energy efficient approach to con-
trol traffic that aims to solve the inevitable packet loss present
in routing optimization technologies. They aggregated the
input links before entering in the switches or routers instead
of routing traffic. Li et al. [54] enabled the second backup Eth-
ernet port to build a cost effective data center network struc-
ture that requires fewer switches. As a survey, [55] compared
the energy characteristics under different data center network
architectures. They found the energy consumption gap was
quite small if employing existing green network technolo-
gies like sleeping and path selection from over-provisioned
networks.

6.4 Power calculator tools and information monitor system

In Sect. 4 we presented our power calculator tool which
included the model for the energy characteristics of 802.3az
compliant devices and that was suitable to predict the energy
consumption for applications operating in cluster environ-
ments. A couple of other calculators have been proposed,
and we compare them to ours.

Oracle’s Sun Power calculator [56] helped users under-
stand the overall power consumption of servers and storage
systems according to the configuration on hardware. It is
very coarse-grained because it only allows users to specify
the percentage of hardware utilization. Cisco [57] provides
an online tool to calculate power consumption of network-
ing gear given the model and configuration information. They
can calculate the dynamic power usage such as the idle power
and 50 % load power of switches when specifying informa-
tion at runtime, such as the number of the port used. However,
all the calculators above are not workload-aware, and cannot
be directly used to measure energy consumption of differ-
ent workloads. Our calculator can account for the energy
consumption of different application scenarios according to
the information from workload, such as the amount of trans-
ferred files. Using our calculator, the system administrator
can determine an optimal network device configuration for
applications in a cluster environment.

Our calculator depends on data and metadata of infrastruc-
tures. Several systems for information monitoring are similar
to EKB. Globus has developed the monitoring and discovery
system (MDS) [58] which is able to aggregate information
about resources and federate with related monitors. Perf-
SONAR [59] is an infrastructure for network performance
monitoring, which can respond to queries of performance

measurements and discover services registered in a feder-
ated environment. In comparison, EKB is a semantic sys-
tem for energy monitoring, which can expose complete and
well-organized energy information to users for power man-
agement.

7 Conclusions

We have discussed several experiments analyzing the 802.3az
protocol to determine achievable energy savings of switches.
A result of these experiments is our Power Budget Calcu-
lator prototype, which allows users to account for the net-
work energy savings when planning task distributions in HPC
environments.

We determine that energy savings are possible with the
vast majority of traffic patterns. The current implementations
of 802.3az are effective for energy savings of low utilization
links, but are limited when it comes to intensive computing.
We believe it is possible to save even more power when taking
an active optimization strategy in the transport layer or link
layer.

We implement a Power Budget Calculator prototype to
model the power consumption of 802.3az-enabled networks
when executing distributed data intensive applications. It can
estimate the execution conditions under which specific appli-
cations will use the least amount of power and can be incor-
porated into the operation of cluster or grid scheduling and
workflow systems.

We integrate PBC into our Energy Knowledge Base for
seamless power profiling access. With the help of EKB, PBC
can better estimate the energy consumption of distributing the
tasks onto different computer resources.

8 Future work

We will investigate the effect of network optimizations with-
out modifying the protocol in future work. For example, we
will study the influence of flow control technologies like
Nagle’s algorithm in the transport layer.

There is more work we intend to perform to improve the
usability of our PBC calculator. We will make the assump-
tions more close to reality, for instance, multiple tasks, het-
erogeneous network devices and complicated network archi-
tecture should be covered.

Moreover, EKB faces the problem of scalability, and the
calculator cannot work across different network domains. We
will improve the implementation of EKB for better support.
In the future, the budget calculator will be coupled with the
workflow planner [60] developed in our earlier projects to
provide energy efficient workflow planning and scheduling
in network environment.
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